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Core-Collapse Supernovae

SN 1987A

・Energetic evets 𝟏𝟎𝟓𝟎$𝟓𝟏 erg (ejecta), 𝟏𝟎𝟓𝟑 erg (neutrino)
・Emissions of neutrinos and gravitational Waves
・Formations of  a neutron star or a black hole 
・Nucleosynthesis site of heavy elements
・Extreme test for nuclear physics
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Core-Collapse Supernovae

1, Core collapse 
2, Neutrino trapping

ν: neutrinos𝝆~𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐 [g/cm𝟑] 𝝆~𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟒 [g/cm𝟑]
3, Core bounce

4, Shock Propagation in Core
( 1sec after Core-Collapse )

5, Supernova    
Explosion
(1day)

𝑬+~𝟏𝟎𝟓𝟑 [erg]

𝝆~𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟎 [g/cm𝟑]

𝑬𝒌𝒊𝒏~𝟏𝟎𝟓𝟎$𝟓𝟏 [erg]
(0.1-1 % of 𝑬+) NS

0, Stellar evolution (10Myr)
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Supernova matter  and Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium

（Si….)

③Shocked Matter
(n, p, light nuclei)

(Si,C+O,He,H)？

~2000 km

① Core Collapse
(heavy nuclei,  n)

~𝟏𝟎𝟖"𝟗 km

N,Z
N,Z free

p,nα

Electron 
photon
(uniform)

nuclei

N’,Z’

Fe

②Proto-
Neutron Star

~10 km
~150 km

neutrinos 
(not always in equilibrium)

Fe？
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nuclei, p & n :
Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium
(NSE) 𝝁 𝑵, 𝒁 = 𝑵𝝁𝒏 + 𝒁𝝁𝒑
𝑵,𝒁 ± 𝒏 ↔ 𝑵± 𝟏, 𝒁
𝑵, 𝒁 ± 𝒑 ↔ 𝑵,𝒁 ± 𝟏



Supernova Simulations
① Hydrodynamics of matter in 3D space
② Neutrino transport  in 3D space + 3D momentum space

3D simulation（Iwakami+  22）
based on Furusawa-Togashi EOS (SF+17d)
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Motions of neutrinos and
matter around 
Proto-Neutron Star
（Nagakura+18）
Togashi-Furusawa EOS 
(SF+17d)

Nuclear Physics Inputs of Supernova Simulations
① Equation of  State(EOS)     Nuclear matter model (stiffness), 

Nuclear model (Which nuclei ?)
②Weak interaction rates  (Neutrino emissions, absorptions, and scattering )

entropy

Ex. 𝑵, 𝒁 + 𝒆& ↔ 𝑵+ 𝟏, 𝒁 − 𝟏 + 𝝂𝒆
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌p ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
① Pre-Collapse Phase (160ms to core bounce)
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(center)

2D
FT EOS 
Iron Core of 11.2 𝑀⨀



tb=      0 ms
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌p ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
② Core Bounce
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𝝆 [g/cm𝟑]

𝒀𝒑
r=0→

(center of PNS)

Neutrino Sphere↓



tb= 100 ms
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌p ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
③ Post Bounce Phase (100ms past core bounce)
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tb= 300 ms
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌p ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
④ Shock Revival Phase (300ms past core bounce)
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↑
(center of PNS)

surface of PNS→

deformed shock wave



tb= -160 ms
tb=      0 ms
tb= 100 ms
tb= 300 ms
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌p ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
𝑻

[M
eV

]  
   

   
 

𝝆 [g/cm𝟑]

𝒀𝒑

Fe group(A≈56),
Accretion

n, p, light nuclei(A≈2－4)
Shocked matter

Heavy nuclei(A≈56→1000)



EOS tables as functions of (𝝆, T, Yp)

・ Single Nucleus Approximation EOS : n, p, α, <A>
● Compressible LDM (LS)- Skyrme 180, 220, 375 (Latimer+’91) 

● Thomas-Fermi (STOS) –TM1e (H. Shen+’21) , TM1(H. Shen+’98), 
- Variational method (Togashi+’17)

・ Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium EOS : n, p & all nuclei

● HS - SFHo, DD2, TM1, ... (Hempel+’11, Steiner+’13)
● FYSS – Variational method  (SF+’17d)    DBHF (SF+,’20)  TM1 (SF+’17a) 

● RG – SLy4 (Raduta & Gulminelli‘18)   
● GRDF1, GRDF2 –DD2 (Pais’17, Typel’18)  
● UTK (Du+ ’19, ’22):  HS NSE &Skyrme based on χ EFT,    9 version

・Hybrid  EOS :  NSE @low ρ & SNA @high ρ

● SHO, SHT - FSU, FSU2.1, NL3 (G.Shen et al. ’11ab) 
● SRO - SLy4, KDE0v1, NRAPR, LS220, …. (Schneider et al. ’17) 

Soft R1.4<12.5 km, R1.4=12.5-13.5 km, Stiff: R1.4>13.5 km
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Impact of EOSs  on Supernova Simulations 1/3

① Softer EOSs give smaller PNS radii and  larger shock radii. 
(e.g.  Suwa+ ’13, Harada+’20, Bolling+ 17)

② Effective mass and/or entropy densities  are key ?
③ Nuclear model affects the dynamics more than stiffness.
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Fig. 11 Shock radii and PNS radii (spherically averaged) in 3D simulations of CCSN explosions
of a 19 M� progenitor for different nuclear EoSs widely used in SN simulations: LS220 of Lattimer
& Swesty (1991), SFHo, SFHx of Steiner et al. (2013) and Hempel & Schaffner-Bielich (2010),
DD2 of Typel et al. (2010); Hempel et al. (2012), and APR of Schneider et al. (2019a). In all cases
successful explosions were obtained in 3D core-collapse simulations started from 3D progenitor
conditions (Yadav et al., 2020; Bollig et al., 2021), but there is a clear correlation between the
onset of the explosion and the contraction of the PNS. The faster the PNS contracts, the earlier the
explosion sets in. This signals the dominant relevance of the PNS radius evolution over other EoS
dependent effects (Figure courtesy of Robert Bollig)

2021), and its results depend highly sensitively on the values of the parameters used
in the evolution equation for the turbulent energy. There is no guarantee, for ex-
ample, that MLT parameter values adjusted by comparison to a specific 3D CCSN
simulation are valid also for models with different progenitor masses and different
nuclear EoSs.

The pivotal importance of the PNS radius evolution for the onset of explosion
is mediated by a tight connection between the neutrino emission properties and the
PNS radius as described above. This physical link was also witnessed when muons
were included in the EoS of the hot PNS medium and in the neutrino transport,
which caused a softening of the high-density EoS due to the production of additional
particles with considerable rest mass (Bollig et al., 2017). And it was again found
when strange-quark contributions to the nucleon spin were included in the neutral-
current neutrino scattering rates with neutrons and protons (Melson et al., 2015).
The overall effect of the latter modification was only on the order of 10% in a single
reaction of neutrinos with the nucleons in the stellar plasma, leading to easier escape
of muon and tau neutrinos and antineutrinos from the PNS. This causes a faster con-

Janaka & Bauswein ‘22



Impact of EOSs  on Supernova Simulations 2/3

① Softer EOSs give smaller PNS radii and  larger shock radii. 
② Effective mass (Schneider +’19) and/or entropy densities (Boccioli+ ‘22)

may be key parameters for PNS structure, convection, and dynamics.
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SCHNEIDER, ROBERTS, OTT, AND O’CONNOR PHYSICAL REVIEW C 100, 055802 (2019)

FIG. 12. Shock radius Rshock (solid lines, left axis), and accretion rates at 400 km, Ṁ400 (dashed lines, right axis), for our octant simulations.
Thick solid line shows the average shock radius while thin lines show the maximum and minimum shock radius. Accretion rates are mostly
independent of the EOS and are only plotted up to the point where shock radius reaches 400 km. The shock radius is very sensitive to the EOS
used in the simulation, particularly after it crosses the Si/Si-O interface !220 ms after core bounce. EOSs with a higher effective mass m!

predict longer expansion of the shock radius with the LS220 EOS predicting shock runaway.

3D simulations. The accretion rates for all octant runs agree
within 1% or less, while the shock radius after the shock
crosses the Si/Si-O is very sensitive to the EOS, with only
the LS220 EOS predicting shock runaway.

In this paper, we choose not to carry out a direct com-
parison between our results and that of Ref. [36]. We do
so for a number of reasons. First, full 3D runs appear to
more readily lead to shock runaway than octant runs [35].
Second, when setting the initial conditions of the run we
choose to preserve density ρ, proton fraction y, and pressure
P, while in Ref. [36] chose density ρ, proton fraction y, and
temperature T . This leads to different times of core bounce
and a different accretion history. Finally, the SFHo EOS,
including its low-density part, is generated using a relativistic
mean-field approach and not a Skyrme model. Figure 15 of
Ref. [17] shows how changes in the low density EOS affect the
postbounce accretion rate. Understanding how the difference
in the low density EOS as well as in the initial conditions
lead to differences in the PNS profile and CCSN evolution
is beyond the scope of the present work.

With respect to the shock radius evolutions resulting from
the different EOSs, we note that for the octant runs EOSs
with higher effective masses for SNM at saturation density
m! generally lead to larger shock radius after bounce. In the
LS220 run, the shock runs away approximately 350 ms after
core bounce reaching, on average, 500 km by the end of the
run. In the SLy41.0 run, on the other hand, the average shock
radius grows up to 220 km at 320 ms after core bounce, only
slightly lower than what is predicted for the LS220 EOS, but
then recedes. Although this is opposite to the pattern seen
for the shock radii in 1D runs, see Fig. 7, this is expected
in 3D simulations due to the higher neutrino luminosities

and RMS energies for EOSs that have higher m!. Compare
Fig. 6 for 1D runs and Fig. 11 for the 3D octant runs. An
exception is the SLy40.6 EOS, whose 3D simulation predicts
shock radius behavior similar to the SLy40.8 run and higher
radii than what we observe in the SLy40.7 run, despite its lower
neutrino luminosities and average energies. This is likely due
to counteracting effects of lower neutrino production, but
larger initial mass in the gain region for EOSs with lower
effective masses; see Fig. 13.

In Fig. 13, we present diagnostics that help us understand
variations in the results for the different EOSs. First, higher
neutrino energies and luminosities lead to higher integrated
neutrino heating, heating minus cooling Q̇, and higher heating
efficiency, η = Q̇(Lνe + Lν̄e )−1, in the gain layer. Reference
[36] showed that for the first 80–100 ms after bounce, the
heating efficiency η is almost independent of the progenitor.
Here we observe that η is also almost completely EOS inde-
pendent early after bounce. However, it is clearly correlated
with the effective mass m! at later postbounce times. At the
time when the Si/Si-O interface reaches the shock, η is !50%
higher for EOSs with m! = mn compared to the ones with
m! ! 0.8mn.

Next, from Fig. 13, we see that the mass in the gain
layer Mgain is mostly EOS independent until the Si/Si-O shell
crosses the shock radius. After this occurs, EOSs that predict
higher PNS compactness, (GMPNS)/(RPNSc2), also predict
larger mass in the gain layer, another indicator of favorable
conditions for shock runaway. The ratio between the time
scales τadv ! MgainṀ−1 for material to advect through the gain
layer and τheat ! |Egain|Q̇−1 for neutrino heating is another
such indicator [10,100,101]. Following implementation de-
tails of Ref. [102], we find that two of the EOSs, LS220 and

055802-16

;𝑚∗
𝑚) = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 𝐿𝑆220

𝑚∗ = 𝑚)

𝑚∗ = 0.7𝑚)

Schneider+ ‘19

Large effective mass  ⇨ small thermal pressure ⇨ compact PNS

③ Nuclear model affects the dynamics more than stiffness

see also
Yasin+ ‘20 PRL



Impact of EOSs  on Supernova Simulations 3/3

① Softer EOSs give smaller PNS radii and  larger shock radii. 
② Effective mass and/or entropy densities  are key ?
③ Nuclear model affects the dynamics more than nuclear matter model
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PTEP 2023, 013E02 K. Sumiyoshi et al.

Fig. 11. The pro!les at 100 ms after the bounce are compared for the two models of the 11.2M! star
using VM-S EOS and VM EOS in the same way as in Fig. 9.

Fig. 12. Average energies (left) and luminosities (right) of neutrinos emitted from the core-collapse simu-
lation of the 11.2M! star using the three sets of EOS. The DBHF and VM models are shown by red and
blue colors, respectively, in the top panels. The VM-S and VM models are shown by black and blue col-
ors, respectively, in the bottom panels. The neutrino species, νe, ν̄e and νµ, are denoted by solid, dashed
and dot–dashed lines, respectively.
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Stiff NSE
FYSS (DBHF)

Soft NSE
FYSS (VM)

Soft NSE
FYSS (VM)

Soft SNA
TF (VM)

nuclear matter difference (Soft or Stiff) <  Nuclear model diiference (NSE or SNA)  

1D systematic EOS comparison
Sumiyoshi, SF+ ’22 (see also Hempel+’ 12,  Suwa +13)



Nuclei in stellar core collapse 

X(Z,N)

log10(𝑋*+)

・ Dense electrons reduce
nuclear Coulomb energy.
→ large mass nuclei
・ 𝝁𝒏> 𝝁𝒑
→ neutron-rich nuclei

ν

Sensitive to nuclear excitation models in NSE calculations.  
Mass data and nuclear interaction are trivial (Furusawa ’18 PRC 98, 065802)

mass fractions of nuclei at center 



Theoretical
EC data
(Fuler ‘82~
Langanke 03)

Nuclei in 
CCSNe

Important Nuclei Z ≈ 25-40, N ≈40-80
Primary Targets (Z,N)≈(30,50)

Lack of Electron Capture Data
𝑵, 𝒁 + 𝒆" → 𝑵+ 𝟏, 𝒁 − 𝟏 + ν𝒆

18

SF+ ’17 PRC 95, 025809



Electron captures on nuclei reduce neutrino bursts
(Sullivan et al.16, see also Hix ’03, Lentz ‘13)

Neutrino Luminosity

⇒ smaller neutrino emissions

More electron capture rates

𝑅,)-
(10km)

𝑅.
(50km)

𝑅/
(150km) ν-

Higher electron 
capture rates

⇒①fewer leptons in PNS
⇒smaller mass of PNS
⇒smaller shock radius 𝑅'

⇒② more neutrino captures around 𝑅0
⇒larger neutrino sphere 𝑅.
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. 𝑵, 𝒁 + 𝒆& ↔ 𝑵+ 𝟏, 𝒁 − 𝟏 + 𝝂𝒆



Electron Capture rates in Supernovae
𝑵, 𝒁 + 𝒆& ↔ 𝑵+ 𝟏, 𝒁 − 𝟏 + 𝝂𝒆

1. Bruenn+’85,  N>40 reaction rate=0  Pauli blocking
2. Langanke+’03,  fitting formula with thermal unblocking (for pf nuclei(N~30))
3. Raduta+’17, Titus+’18, Dzhioev+’20, Litvinova’21 Giraud+ ’22   

revisit thermal unblocking for nuclei ,  N~50 

Pauli blocking

thermal unblocking

protons neutrons

Energy

Data
+Titus
+Raduta Data+

Raduta

×10
high EC

×0.1 
low EC rates

Bruenn

1D comparison
(Johnston+ ‘22)

Larger EC rate
⇨more ν heating
  (Larger ν1C rate?
   faster PNS 
    contraction? )
⇨faster Shock revival 



Nuclei after bounce.

X(Z,N)

log10(𝑋*+)

He4 (α)
A>4
(A~56)

A=3 (t+h)

A=1 (p+n)

A=2 (d)

Radius[km]

M
as

s F
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Light cluster (especially deuteron) physics 
may affect shock dynamics  
(SF+13, Fischer+’18, Nagakura+ 19)

Mass fraction 
of shocked matter
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Summary
・Core-Collapse Supernovae (CCSNe) greatly depend on

equation of state (EOS) and weak interaction data.
・ The faster Proto-Neutron Star Contraction leads to 

faster shock revival (Janka+22) 
ex.  fewer ν scattering (Melson+’15), Muons (Bolling+ ‘17), 
Softer EOS (Harada +20), larger 𝑚∗(Schneider+’18, Yasin+20)
larger electron capture rates?  (Johnston+ ‘22)

・ The Nuclear model has greater impacts on the shock revival
more than nuclear matter model. (Sumiyoshi +22)

・Nuclei with (N,Z)≈(50,30) appear at 𝜌~10QQ$QRg/cc.
The most ambiguous parts in the nuclear model is

nuclear excitation model  (SF  ’18 PRC)

Key Question: What does determine CCSNe dynamics 
in nuclear matter theory and in nuclear model? 


